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Featured. McKinsey Global Institute Our mission is to help leaders in multiple sectors develop a deeper understanding of the global economy.

Explore our featured insights | McKinsey & Company
A digital divide is an economic and social inequality in the access to, use of, or impact of information and communication technologies (ICT). The divide within countries (such as the digital divide in the United States) may refer to inequalities between individuals, households, businesses, or geographic areas, usually at different ...

Digital divide - Wikipedia
The development of automation enabled by technologies including robotics and artificial intelligence brings the promise of higher productivity (and with productivity, economic growth), increased efficiencies, safety, and convenience.

Technology, jobs, and the future of work | McKinsey
Ever wondered how maternity leave was managed back in the sixties? Have you considered the provisions on working time during the eighties? To help you save time finding this information, the ILO Library created a new Finding Aid on General Surveys. Researchers, law students, policymakers, judges and

ILO Library (ILO Library)
About the Book. Performance at all costs, productivity without regard to consequences, and a competitive work environment: these are the ethical factors discussed in The Anatomy of Ethical Leadership, which highlights issues in workplace culture while looking into a brighter future for labour ethics.

The Anatomy of Ethical Leadership:
Draft Agriculture Export Policy Introduction. India, with a large and diverse agriculture, is among the world’s leading producer of cereals, milk, sugar, fruits and vegetables, spices and seafood products.

In consonance with Hon’s vision of
The history of the Internet begins with the development of electronic computers in the 1950s. Initial concepts of wide area networking originated in several computer science laboratories in the United States, United Kingdom, and France. The U.S. Department of Defense awarded contracts as early as the 1960s, including for the development of the ...
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Moved Permanently. The document has moved here.
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29 operating leverage concerns have equal weight in corporate considerations. Citi is well placed to assist all parties, from the content owners (music, gaming,

TRENDS IN THE TMT INDUSTRY - Citigroup
4 2016 EY Latin America insurance outlook Continued market consolidation Consolidation within the
insurance industry is developing in a complex
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3 A better business world: EY can help you get there Our vision EY is committed to doing its part in building a better working world. The world is changing and will continue to do so.

A better business world: How EY can help - Ernst & Young
Korn Ferry is a global organizational consulting firm, synchronizing strategy and talent to drive superior performance for our clients.

Korn Ferry | Organizational Consulting

Educational Psychology Interactive: Readings in
To harness disruption, you need a framework. EY believes that harnessing disruption requires a framework to bring order to the chaos â€“ distinguishing between causes and effects, and prioritizing among a seemingly endless set of disruptive forces.

EY - The upside of disruption
OneSource Genealogy and Family History Searchable Databases: cemeteries, funeral homes, obituaries, census records, searchable databases, immigration and migration, inheritance and wills, land and property records, lookups, social security worldwide and vital records.

Ancestor Roots Information: A to Z Country Webliography
Conference Theme Overview. For decades, scholars have been charting the multiple effects of globalization on political, economic and social practices in the developed and developing world.

2018 - Kyoto - SASE
These topic pages provide a quick overview and easy access to all content that can be found on ACE for any give topic of interest - weather encyclopaedia files, electoral materials, comparative data, consolidated replies, case studies, or other.

Media and Elections - ACE Electoral
In the era of globalization and accelerated change in every arena of life, emergence of new global economy powered by technology, fuelled by information and driven by knowledge also impacted on ...